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About Us

Our Mission:

We create a welcoming place where everyone can learn, connect and play.
Vision:

A resilient, connected and healthy community.
Values:

Respect, Inclusion, Empowering, Integrity
History:
Reynard Street Neighbourhood House (RSNH) is an incorporated, not-for-profit organisation in
South West Coburg, in the City of Moreland. We aim to promote community wellbeing, reduce
social isolation, and support and encourage an inclusive, empowered and resilient local
neighbourhood.
Founded in 1988, RSNH (formerly named Robinson Reserve Neighbourhood House) is
managed by a Committee of Management made up of local residents who have an interest in
the community. We receive funding from various sources including Moreland City Council and

the Victorian Government to assist us in the running of programs and activities.
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Chairpersons Report

Well, what a crazy year it has been at the

Moreland, and other members of Moreland City

Neighbourhood House! It has been filled with a Council attend our anniversary/website launch
number of very significant milestones that Lucy

earlier this year and the positive feedback that

and her staff should be very proud of.

we received for the house and the work that

The first and I believe the most important one is

Lucy and the staff do for the community was

the celebration of the 30-year anniversary of the incredible.
house. What a milestone! The house has

I would also like to mention the sensory garden

survived some turbulent economic times during that was started last year. It is thriving and it is
this period and has been able to overcome it

also so lovely to see the children out in the

and continue its great work for the community.

garden enjoying what it has to offer. We have

For the first time in 30 years both the Manager

also been very lucky to have had support for the

and Committee of Management felt the house

Community Garden in the Reserve next to the

needed something to draw more locals in to

house which is coming along very nicely.

what was on offer. We felt that a name change

I would like to sincerely thank Lucy and her

would help to better reflect where we are

team for another outstanding year at the house

located. Having conducted a lengthy survey on and I look forward to working with you all in
what name would best reflect the house we

2019.

settled on Reynard Street Neighbourhood

Lastly to my fellow committee members’ thank

House, and so began the transformation of the
house. Along with the name change came the
updated website, we are all very proud of the
work that has gone into the site.
It was great to see our Local Federal Member

you all for your commitment to providing better
outcomes for the house, and here’s hoping for
another successful year in 2019.
Maria Larubina, Chairperson

Peter Khalil, Councillor John Kavanagh Mayor of
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Partnerships
Funders
We acknowledge the funding and support from the following Government bodies:


Department of Health and Human Services



Department of Education and Training: Adult Community & Further Education



Moreland City Council

Key Partners/Relationships
A lot of what we do is made possible through the partnerships and relationships with other
organisations and businesses:


Neighbourhood House Victoria
(NHVic)



Aboriginal Community Elder Services



Coburg RSL



North West Neighbourhood House
Network (NWNHN)



West Coburg Parish – Anglican
Archdiocese of Melbourne



Moreland Energy Foundation Limited
(MEFL)



Campbell Page Coburg



Moreland Community Gardening Inc.



Ostara Brunswick



Merlo Coffee



MAX Employment Brunswick



Open Table



AMES Coburg



Corrections Victoria



Matchworks Brunswick



Bendigo Community Bank Strathmore Branch



Moreland Reconciliation Network



Ray White, Coburg



St Antonine College



Stotts College



Moreland City Council Maternal and
Child Services



Bluestone Café



Brunswick Bound



Melbourne Polytechnic



Islamic Museum of Australia



Merri Health





Wintringham/Gilgunya

Melbourne Inner North Performing
Arts Academy



Irving Benson/Wesley Mission



Sara Jade Hair and Beauty



BUPA, Coburg



Post Office Hotel
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Managers’ Report

It’s been another great year at RSNH! Some

With the new name we wanted to also create a

highlights have been the establishment of a

new visual brand. Something simple and fresh

new community garden , a successful trivia

that demonstrates a clear ‘personality’. The sun

night fundraiser and the celebration of our 30-

represents new beginnings, it is a simple and

year anniversary. Formerly known as Robinson

classic design which helps to convey the

Reserve Neighbourhood House, the

positive message in the tagline: a welcoming

organisation opened its doors in July 1988 as

place where everyone can learn, connect and

Coburg's first council owned NH. To also mark

play.

our 30 years, we recently celebrated the launch

Plans are underway to upgrade the front yard of

of a new name (to Reynard Street Neighbourhood House) and website. After consultation
with participants, community and colleagues,
there was an overwhelming decision to go with
a name that better reflects who we are, where
we are and our offerings. We anticipate the
name change, to reflect the location of the
space, will allow locals to identify more strongly
with us being in their local street and

neighbourhood.

the house. The new design will be will
completely transform our street presence into a
welcoming and accessible space. This project
has been made possible through sponsorship
from Bendigo Community Bank’s Strathmore
Branch and Moreland City Council’s Capital
Works Partnership Grant.
We have noticed a growing number of visitors
to the house who are coming to have a coffee
or a play in the yard. This increase in community
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Managers’ Report
engagement is a key outcome of the sensory

We farewelled 2 core staff this year: Gabriella

garden project, developed in 2017. We

Foreman-Brown, Administration Coordinator

anticipate that an upgrade to the front yard

and Stephanie Meighen, Playgroups

would also contribute to further interest,

Coordinator. After 2 year here they both made

engagement and access by the local

amazing contributions to the areas they

community.

coordinated. Gabriella established our now

We were successful in receiving a grant through thriving community lunch program and
ACFE’s Capacity and Innovation Fund (CAIF) to Stephanie was able to create a supportive
support a Training and Partnerships

community amongst the families and smooth

Development Coordinator for 12 months. Their

running operations of our playgroups. We have

Through their hospitality department a suite of

Coordinator to our team. The newly created

role is to develop training pathways and foster a now welcomed Kelly Davis, Administration
Officer and Hannah Evans, Volunteer
new partnership with Melbourne Polytechnic.
accredited hospitality modules has been
developed which we can offer as a pathway for
participants.
Another new partnership in 2018 has been
established with Corrections Victoria (CV) who
under their Community Correctional Services
Program constructed stage 1 of a community
garden in the adjacent Robinson Reserve. Six
raised beds, a central area with brick edging and
a rainwater tank has been installed plus their
generous donation of a number of seedling
punnets have been planted. CV have also

commenced a community lunch project,
providing nutritious free lunches for the
community twice a month at RSNH. Along with
our lunches in partnership with Open Table, we
now offer regular free lunches most Fridays to
build social connections and address food
security issues in the local community.
We have reviewed and updated our set of
policies to ensure they are relevant to our
current structure and operations, and also

Volunteer Coordinator role enables us to
support our large pool of volunteers and is
especially helpful in coordinating our Coffee

Cart and Community Garden program. I wish to
thank Kelly and Hannah for all their great work
and support this year at RSNH. Also a special
thank you to Meri Carnovale who stepped
seamlessly into the Playgroup Coordinator role,
who already has a number of other roles at
RSNH. During her 6 years here, Meri has been
an integral part of the welcoming and
supportive culture at RSNH.
I would also like to thank our fabulous team of
volunteers. RSNH could not exist without them.
And finally a huge thanks to the Committee of
Management (CoM) for their support and
dedication. Several CoM members have been
attending monthly meetings and overseeing the
governance here for a number of years. This
commitment is evident in the great
achievements of the past year at RSNH!
Lucy Eames, Manager

amended them to reflect our new name.
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Playgroups

There have been a couple of changes at RSNH

working with Steph, we had a wonderful time at

this year including Playgroup. The most

the house together.

significant change has been saying goodbye to From third term of this year the role of
Stephanie Meighen as she moves on from the Playgroup Coordinator was handed over to me.
role as Playgroup Coordinator at RSNH into full The transition went smoothly and parents and
time work outside the house. It was great
children have been really welcoming. I know
change can sometimes be difficult but it is so
great to see the parents and children embrace
the change and welcome me into the role.
Our wonderful sensory garden has been
enjoyed by all children, parents and visitors. It
has a really calming effect to be outdoors and
to play in nature. The children are really
embracing their imaginative play. It is
wonderful to see them run around in the
garden playing and taking turns using the
water pump. They have to work out who will
hold the bucket and who will the pump the
water, teaching great team work and sharing

skills. The parents have also embraced the
Reynard Street Neighbourhood House Annual Report 2017—2018

Playgroups
and broaden our networks. We have begun to
collaborate and establish a stronger connection
with some of our maternal child health nurses
in the Moreland area.
This term we have introduced and included
focused activities for the children at playgroup.

The children have taken to these activities and
parents have also enjoyed participating with
their children. In one of the activities we made
garden and enjoy seeing their children using
their imaginative play.

playdough during three of our playgroup
sessions. The children were able to use their
fine motor skills and gross motor skills to make

The Coffee Cart has been loved by us all!

their own playdough. Everyone had a turn to

Especially on a sunny day when it is rolled out

help pour water and flour in the mixture and

into the yard. Parents and Staff alike, we can’t

stir the ingredients. The parents joined in with

wait to get a cuppa.

the activity and had a great time too. We look

We have regular playgroups running every

forward to continuing this format of focused

morning of the week the attendance has been

activities throughout the year.

strong. Monday’s format runs with a music

Special thanks to everyone who volunteered

theme and Friday’s Make and Play session has

and contributed to support our playgroup with

an art theme. All of our playgroups have singing their energy and enthusiasm.
and Storytime. We are hoping to encourage
more attendance at our New Parents groups

Meri Carnovale, Playgroup Coordinator
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Work Readiness
The Work Readiness course (also known as
Connect Club) has continued with a focus on
developing the self-esteem and confidence of
our participants. They have continued to build
on their connections with the community and
form friendships outside of the connect club.

The group is a mix of cultures, ages and
genders with all having a diverse range of skills.
They have continued to develop their
team-work skills to assist with employment
opportunities or being part of community. It is
wonderful to see the group working on
activities and supporting each other, discussing
what they could do differently and appreciating
others expressing their opinions. This has been

something new and sharing that experience
together. This type of activity really shows how
much the participants have grown in taking
turns and learning life skills that can transfer to
employability skills.
We occasionally hold outings with the group.
We arranged meeting points, diaries and
bookings to where we were going. This skill
gives the participants a great opportunity to

a big learning curve within the group.

use their planning and organisational skills.

Connect Club continues to support healthy

Another activity we held this past year was a

lifestyles and wellbeing of the participants in
being part of community through volunteering
or attending other activities at RSNH. In some
situations, we help with advocating for the
participants outside of RSNH. Many do not
have family members who can support them
and this can be their only source of support.
One of the sessions we ran in Work Readiness

was a cooking class. One of our participants

Nail Salon. Everyone was involved in setting up
a nail salon and we all brought our own nail
polish. We created signage for our salon and
took bookings. This was good experience for
the group as some have social anxiety they
had to walk into the shop and ask what service
they would like to have done to their nails or
just a hand massage. We had all the
appropriate equipment set up and an

lead the group and taught everyone how to

experienced nail technician ran the activity.

make arancini ball. The process is quite involved

Work Readiness helps participants to practice

and did take time but the group worked as a

leadership, team building, resilience,

team and were enthusiastic about learning

organisational skill, and emotional intelligence.
It a great to see them grow and feel positive
about their self-worth and self-care. They
have certainly flourished.
Meri Carnovale, Work Readiness
Coordinator
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Digital Literacy
The third course is the Computers Intermediate
course which I also deliver each term. The
course is designed for those who already have
basic computer either gained by attending my
Computer Basics course or developed
elsewhere. Much of the course is spent
exploring the more advanced features of Email
systems and Office Packages.
Some of the tasks that the learners in the
This year I said goodbye to many long-term
learners and hello to many more new ones.

Computers Intermediate worked on were using
rulers and filters in Gmail, formatting business
documents, creating a budget in Excel using

Over the past twelve months I delivered three

formulas, using PowerPoint to create

different Digital Literacy Programs.

Biographical Presentations and giving talks to

Late last year I delivered a course based around the class.
the usage of Mobile Digital Devices.

Even though all the learners who attended my

The class spent their time learning how to use

courses throughout the year walked through

phone cameras, Skype, Facebook, Google Maps, the door with different needs and levels of
computer literacy I am proud of how much each
Online Calendars, and email.
The second course is the Computer Basics
course which I have delivered each term for the
past 12 months. This course is designed for
those with minimal to no experience using

learners’ skills had improved by the time they
walked out again at the end of each term.

The learners who attended my courses left with
many of the skills necessary to survive in todays

computers. For many members of these classes

digital world.

it was the first time they have ever touched a

Daniel Makowski, Computer Tutor

keyboard or mouse. The sessions of this course
are designed around demystifying the world of
computers for the learners and to give them the
basic computer skills that will enable them to
use email, the internet and various Microsoft
applications.
Some of the tasks that the learners in the
Computer Basics classes worked on were Word,
and Excel, based applications, setting up and

sending Emails.
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Languages

Intermediate English

Vietnam and Japan. The Topics we covered

My name is Claire and I teach the Intermediate

commenced at a basic level and focussed on

English course at Reynard Street

the immediate learning needs of the students

Neighbourhood House. I have had a very

who wanted to be more involved in their local

meet other newcomers to Australia.

English pronunciation, vocabulary, reading,

fulfilling year with a delightful and fun cohort of community, to progress to further study or gain
employment. The students worked hard in a
students from all corners of the globe wanting
supportive environment to improve their
to improve their English Language skills and
Coburg and Brunswick are known for their
diverse multicultural communities and we are
very lucky to have a house which is a hub for
new arrivals to the neighbourhood.
This year I have had students from Greece, Italy,
Syria, Lebanon, Japan, Kurdistan, and Portugal
to name a few. I’m constantly inspired by the
work ethic and courage of people starting a
new life in a new country and it has been an
absolute honour and privilege to be a part of
their journey.
Claire Peck, English Tutor

writing and listening skills.
Activities were designed around learning
English for everyday communication needs. The
focus was on vocabulary and expressions
required for greeting and socializing, telling the
time and date, making appointments, giving

and following instructions, talking about the
weather, shopping for food and other practical
topics. Lots of discussion was generated from
subjects of interest to the students. Online news
items from around the world added to the
enjoyment and learning as students talked
about what was happening in their own
countries. Learning took place in a relaxed and

English for Beginners

fun environment.

The English for Beginners class was a small

Bev Tong, English Tutor

group of very keen students from Lebanon,
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Languages
other the NSM Food wholesalers and Parthenon
Cakes in Brunswick. Both excursions were very
worthwhile with lots of laughter and
conversation about food from other countries
Bev Tong, English Tutor

Italian Classes
English Conversation
The English conversation class included
students from Greece, Syria, Turkey, Japan and
Lebanon. Each session involved enthusiastic
discussion about numerous topics of interest to
the students. We were also very fortunate to
have the assistance and support of a volunteer
who provided lots of valuable local knowledge.
The lessons focused on using expressions and
vocabulary for everyday communication. There
was an emphasis on building confidence with
speaking English in a variety of real and
meaningful situations. Current news items

The Italian classes are going really well! Over the
term we have made a lot of progress through a
number of different teaching methods. For
example, we played games like "Taboo" where
you have a word on a card and you have to
explain to the group what it is. Using only
Italian, of course. It puts our learning into
practical use and is quite a challenge, but I
know they will get good at the game very
quickly. I am writing my own Italian book and
the students are working with it. The book was
written in English but has slowly transformed
into Italian, so after 80 pages, the students are
reading all in Italian now! We can’t wait to get

generated lots of conversation and provided an back into it next year! There is so much more to
opportunity for students to share their opinions learn and so much potential for all the students.
in a relaxed atmosphere.

Thank you everyone for all your hard work this

During the year we had the pleasure of going

year!

on two excursions. One to Basfoods and the

Michael Gambino, Italian Tutor
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Music and Craft

Menders and Makers

the group projects as well as making a mini

Six years strong! We now run every Friday

production line of soft toy owls. John has made

10:30 - 12:30 during school term and have
moved to the earlier time so we can be ready
for the delicious community lunches that also

happen on a Friday. We have been working on

a very dear little soft toy dog and padded
holder for his sewing scissors. Adua has been a
big contributor to the group projects as well as
starting a weaving project on some rescued

a few group projects this year as well as

chairs that have been art finished by

where everyone involved ended up with their

tongues. We have a few new members who

individual projects and a special few weeks with Hannah. Adua also made us all a door snake
with button eyes and long cheeky felt
Embroidery for Beginners hosted by Tamara
own embroidery pack. Some of our group

have been helping with the bags as well as their

projects have included learning how to crochet

own projects mending, altering and getting to

and bags for shopping with some donated

well being space I’ve been looking for.

fabric. Lidia this year has been very involved in

Peggy Moade, Group Facilitator

and yarn bombing a bench in the garden, some know us. My first year with Menders and
Makers has been lovely and is giving me the
soft sculptured bowls (not such a success lol)
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Music and Craft

School Holiday Art Programs

Singing by Day

We had a fantastic time over the July school

This has been another wonderful year for the

holidays with a jam-packed program of art and

Singing by Day group! We are so grateful to

craft classes run by myself and Gail Evans. We

have such a warm and welcoming environment.

had around 50 students from the Coburg,

Singing by Day has been a great opportunity for

Pascoe Vale and Brunswick areas ranging in age us to meet weekly to boost self-esteem and

from 4 to 12 years. Popular classes included

have great fun doing it. It’s wonderful having a

cartooning, mixed media mythical creatures and community that supports us!
self-portraits. Some students even created large Meri Carnovale, Facilitator
scale expressive drawings measuring 1.2 metres
by 60 centimetres! We experimented with
watercolour, chalk pastel, oil pastel, acrylic
paint, pencil, pen and collage techniques and
even made large insect sculptures using
recycled junk and gold spray paint.
Hannah Evans, Facilitator
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Health and Wellbeing

Stretch and Strength Class

Sue Broumos, Instructor

We are happy to welcome the new participants

Pilates

to each and every class. And always so great to

As always we have a wonderful time challenging

see familiar faces! The lovely ladies are gaining
strength by building muscles and definitely
maintaining their balance, strength and
flexibility. The beauty of exercising and
socialising is proven to be beneficial for these
ladies. Can’t wait to see you all next term.
Sue Broumos, Instructor
Circuit Classes
Another great year for our circuit classes, so

ourselves to improve the roll up and roll down.
With constant persistence and determination,
they are almost there. The rewards speak for
themselves. Believe in yourself and you can
achieve anything! The understanding of the use
of their posture and core in the correct manner
have improved their daily tasks in life. We can’t

wait to see what next term brings!
Sue Broumos, Instructor

proud of the hard work our participants put in

Belly Dancing

every week. We have recently started

Belly dancing has been running for close to two

introducing the participants to the use of

years with a lovely group of women. Each

Battlerope. They are enjoying it but are hoping

session is a great opportunity to improve our

by bringing in Battlerope it will stop them from

fitness and provide empowerment. We have

running. Well team, get ready for Term 4. Here

loved the opportunity to learn new skills and

we come!

share it with our community.

Meri Carnovale, Instructor
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Events

Trivia Night, 21 September 2017

Open Day, 28 October 2017

Our trivia night fundraiser event with the

The Open Day on 28 October was a fabulous

unforgettable Mr Barry Morgan was a great

day and successful event. There was a steady

success. Held at the Coburg RSL with nearly 100 flow of people for most of the day who enjoyed
tickets sold. Everyone had a ball and we raised

good food, music and a really lovely

funds to support RSNH activities! Ruby did a

atmosphere.

terrific job organising and running the night.
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Events

Mosaic Workshop, 24 June 2017
The mosaic workshop was a colourful success.

Playgroup Christmas Party, 13 December
2018

We wanted to bring some more colour into the

This annual event is held for all playgroup

garden so we decided to create a number of

families to celebrate another wonderful year at

pavers which would have community member’s

RSNH. There was a great turn out of families

unique mosaic designs, which once finished,

from a number of Playgroups that run

would be dug into several spots around the

throughout the week. Even Santa came to give

sensory garden. Thanks to donations from the

out some presents! It was so great to see the

community and to a generous donation from

excitement from children and parents alike as

Bunnings we had a vast array of tiles and

we celebrated another fantastic year. We all

materials to use. Also, thanks to the Melbourne

shared lunch and farewelled one another

weather producing a cool but dry day! We had a

before we closed for the summer holidays.

good turn-out of people and were able to work

Thank to everyone who came along to make it

outside. Grouting the pieces took a little longer

such a fun day and to celebrate with us before

than expected but now the mosaics are

saying goodbye for the holidays.

displayed in our beautiful sensory garden.
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Events

NAIDOC Celebration, 11 July 2018
The theme for NAIDOC Week, 2018 was,
‘Because of her, we can!’ which aimed to
highlight and celebrate Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander women for their past, present and
on-going contributions to Australian culture.
Vegan Awareness Day, 20 April 2018

This was our 2nd annual Vegan Awareness Day
lunch! This event was held in conjunction with
the monthly community lunch provided in partnership with Open Table. We offered vegan
tastings and lunch, body product testing and
some information about vegan foods and ethics
behind the lifestyle.

We invited the community to come and create a
tribute wall, by creating individual pieces of art,
and bringing them together to produce a piece
of art that pays respect to indigenous women.
Many people turned up to contribute in a
relaxed and casual atmosphere and some great
works were produced. Bree Wilson, a volunteer,
brought along some beautiful clay paints and
we painted wooden panels, sticks and used
photos of some notable indigenous women.
The art works are now displayed on the back
wall of the neighbourhood house.
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Caring Together Project
One of the other activities we had was a
sing-along with our community singing group;
Singing By Day. We even played the ukulele in
the singalong. The residents enjoyed joining in
with the singing.
The Caring Together Project has continued this
year due to two fundraiser barbecues that we
held; one last year at Woolworths and the other
in February at Bunnings. People connected to
the Caring together Project all came out to
support us and helped us on the day to cook
sausages. A special thank you to Erika from
Irving Benson Wesley Mission, Kerry from BUPA
Aged Care and Alby from Gilgunya/
Wintringham who helped organise the day.

We were also able to continue the Caring
Together Events through the ACFE funded
course: Intro to Event Volunteering. We had 5
monthly meetings with a group of 4 volunteers
learning on what is required and involved to
organise events. The 4 volunteers would then
participate in helping to set up the events and
supporting residents and guests on the day.
We have organised events at the partner

The events are still coordinated collaboratively

with residents in mind and what they would
enjoy the most.
In March we enjoyed a performance by jazz
singer Hetty Kate at Irving Benson. We ran a
computer lesson activity at Irving Benson. The
residents that attended really took interest in
learning basic computer skills. Our 4 volunteers
took time to support the participants they were
also able to use skills they had required while
volunteering at these events.
We had a fabulous 2017 Christmas party. Santa
came to visit and gave each resident a gift.
There was Devonshire tea, Christmas Songs and
a Belly dancing performance. There was much
happiness in the room and guest and attendees,
volunteers and performers went home feeling
very happy.
Meri Carnovale, Project Coordinator

facilities and off site excusions to RSNH.
We organised an Easter event where the group
assisted residents to make paper Easter baskets
and filling them with chocolate eggs and
decorating them with ribbons on their basket.
We also ran an art activity. Residents were able
to choose the activity they would like to
participate in and we offered a choice of
colouring pictures to suit the different interests
and capabilities of residents.
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Coffee Cart
The coffee cart is operated entirely by

Volunteer baristas have the opportunity to

volunteers. Coordinated by Hannah Evans, our

develop coffee making skills to increase

Volunteer Coordinator, we provide freshly made employability. We offer Pre-accredited Training;
espresso coffee 5 days a week. Participants, staff Introduction to Café Skills course and 3 hour
and visitors to the house enjoy a coffee and a

coffee making workshops under the Moreland

sit in the beautiful sensory garden.

Volunteer Training program.
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Community Garden
Our community garden is a fantastic asset to
the Reynard Street neighbourhood! It serves the
purpose of increasing access to fresh nutritious
foods and provides an opportunity to educate
children and adults about growing food from
the source. Growing vegetables locally from
seed reduces “food miles” and also cuts out
some of the environmental damage of
excessively packaged and processed foods. We
recycle waste from our community lunches to
create compost and feed our worm farms,
which in turn fertilise the vegetable beds.

A number of community meetings were held in
the evenings to aid decision making regarding

the community garden and an email list is
regularly utilised to seek community feedback.
Local couple Daniel Worth and Joy Mills
generously donated established olive, lemon,
lime, cherry, avocado and fig trees from their
soon to be demolished house. The gardening
group and Joy and Daniel put in the hard work
of digging up the rocky clay soil to plant the
trees during winter.
There have been many different groups working
on the garden including participants from
Corrections Victoria (CV), members of the RSNH
Gardening Volunteer Group and members of
the general public. Earlier in the year, the central
bed and six raised beds were installed by CV.
Community working bees and sausage sizzles
were held while the weather was still warm and
we planted hundreds of seedlings that were

propagated and provided by CV.
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Community Garden

A huge thanks goes to John Coutanche who

4) has been perfectly timed to coincide with the

donated established apple trees and provided

establishment of the community garden.

many trailer trips to Bunnings and suppliers

Participants in the class have had hands-on

around Coburg and Brunswick. Over a number

experience in the community garden and have

of weekends in Autumn and Winter, John and

benefitted from the opportunity to be involved

myself got stuck into the garden by ourselves

in the consultation and decision making process

(the garden wasn’t as appealing in Winter). We

as the garden evolves. We have covered

have been lucky in terms of the community re-

planting, maintenance, pruning, plant

specting and appreciating the garden and have- placement, weed management and basic
n’t had any vandalism, although we have had an construction over the past 5 weeks. The
apricot tree, watering can and an expensive

Introduction to Horticulture course has been a

broom stolen!

great example of peer learning in a diverse

The ACFE Introduction to Horticulture course

group and has proved a valuable undertaking

that we ran in term 3 (and will run again in term

for the learners and RSNH alike.
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Community Lunches

Open Table Community Lunch

vegetable-based meals with the goal of

RSNH and Open Table have developed a

developing community cohesion and unity,

mutually supportive and successful partnership

whilst tackling the growing issue of food

over the past 2 years to provide monthly

insecurity. Through a shared meal, we aim to

community lunches to RSNH participants, local

create stronger understanding and appreciation

neighbours, family and friends. Using surplus

for the diverse community and also provide the

food from the local area and with the help of

opportunity to strengthen social skills for

volunteers, we serve up hearty,

everyone wishing to participate
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Workshops
Tin Art Workshop
This turned out to be a small affair but all those
that came really enjoyed the workshop. Using
aluminium platters, we etched designs into the
foil. Then, using sharpies we coloured sections
in to create colourful and shiny designs. The

pieces were displayed on the back fence
bringing some life and spectacle to an otherwise
plain area. The workshop was a relaxing and
inexpensive way to bring people together and

Worm Farm Workshop

create some magic.

The worm farm workshop was great fun. We
had eight participants learning how to build
three-tier worm farms from recycled
polystyrene boxes donated by the Coburg
Market. It was a cold windy day, but we were
excited to use our new hardwood work tables
in the community garden so we got on with
it! We prepared soil, compost, hydrated
coconut coir and inserted a plastic tap in the
base level. We purchased a starter container
of 500 worms and fed our worms with finely
chopped scraps from the Corrections

Scarecrow Making Workshop

community lunch that was under way that
day. The worm farms are ticking along nicely

The scarecrow making workshop happened on a

and have provided some fun worm-handling

nice sunny day and many local kids came along

sessions with Playgroup participants!

with their parents. We made one large
scarecrow which was a group effort. It came up
as quite the character and was made entirely of
recycled bits and pieces. Some children made
smaller ‘mini’ scarecrows which were planted
around the sensory garden. This workshop was a
great way to get families involved with creating
a colourful space outside, collaborate on a
group project and put a focus recycling and

sustainable art practices.
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Volunteers at RSNH

We have had approximately 120 volunteers

work and input in the evolving Reynard Street

attending and assisting across a range of areas

Community Garden. They plant, dig, prune,

at RSNH. Tasks that volunteers undertake

weed, water, clean, transport wheelbarrow loads

include food preparation, cooking, serving,

and even cement and drill infrastructure!

washing up and assisting others at mealtime.

On the coffee cart, we have volunteers Monday
We have administration volunteers and students to Friday mornings, setting up, cleaning and
completing office work and general
serving delicious espresso coffee, money
housekeeping duties. In Playgroup our

handling and practicing customer service skills.
hardworking volunteers set-up, clean, supervise As of term 3 we have reinstated the sale of
and facilitate activities with the parents and
baked goods on the coffee cart and these have
children. Garden volunteers maintain the

sensory garden and also contribute a lot of hard

been a popular addition to the menu.
The dedicated Event Volunteers meet once a
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Volunteers at RSNH
week to discuss, plan and initiate the various
events run at the house and off site, including
preparations for our anniversary cook book and
open day celebrations.
We also have a number of house staff members
and long term members of the house who will

roll up their sleeves and assist with setting up
tables, washing up, cleaning, cooking and
transporting other house members on an ad
hoc basis. Running the Bunnings BBQs,
collecting food and house supplies and
facilitating house events outside of hours all
contribute to the smooth running of the house.
Their efforts do not go unnoticed!
Hannah Evans, Volunteer Coordinator
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Volunteer Testimonials
“I initially started coming to RSNH for training
and now I just want to help especially because I
love helping and meeting new people.”
“I volunteer at RSNH for the companionship. It’s
a friendly environment that feels like a home

away from home.”
“I enjoy coming here and socialising and have
met some really lovely people, what I’ve
enjoyed most is cooking meals for the staff and
volunteers on Fridays, when we all sit down and
enjoy a laugh and a chat over lunch.”

“I started volunteering at RSNH from July 2018,
as an assistant for the Playgroup. I love to work
with kids and with those wonderful colleagues
at RNSH. I was empowered by other colleagues
to perform my abilities at the workplace. Also,
I'm an assistant at the jobs club program supporting diverse people, from different cultures
and backgrounds. I learned a lot of things from
sharing and communicating with them. I really
enjoy volunteering at RSNH, and I'll be doing
that as long as I can. “
“I like to come to RSNH because I wanted to
develop new skills and gain experience in
different roles. Also, to experience new
challenges and interact with different people. I
especially like the variety of tasks that I’ve learnt

as well as socialising with different people.”
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Volunteers Honours List
Adam Smith

Eveline Wattimena

Kenneth Lim

Oskar Moore

Adua Merola

Ewan Baker

Kira Longan

Pascal Macha

Ali Omar

Fanica Yanuli

Kirsten Tregoning

Peggy Moade

Angela Marsicovetere

Fanshu Gao

Kylie Nguyen

Renato Marcos De Oliveira

Angela Mottee

Fatima Zia

Lana Welsh

Rich Barton

Anne Erna

Fatimah Salem

Laura Geoghegan

Roberto Lipoma

Anne Foster

Fatimeh Alishirvani

Lauren Pereira

Ruby Walker Smith

Annie Cohen

Finn Patchett

Laxmi Adhikari

Ruqayyah Nisseu

Atallah Abo

Froso Siatos

Les Toth

Salam Berhanu

Billy Collins

Gajra Rizvi

Levenia Ng

Sam Watts

Bree Wilson

Glenda Pascoe

Lia Rosa Nord

Sandra Herrera

Byron Siren

Grace Meyers

Linda Metelli

Seda Caliskan

Carlie Marshall

Graham Cole

Luke Bresolin

Sharifa Khan

Cecilia Gu

Hannah Evans

Lynette Giles

Sienna student

Chiara Pisano

Hayley Jensen

Mandy Vatougious

Stephen Teakle

Christina Hardcastle

Helen D’Este

Mani Nejad

Susan Purdie

Christine Sheridan

Helen Matthews

Maria Lara

Tallulah Dasborough

Claire Peck

Imre Schicluna

Maria Larubina

Theo Poulakidas

Con Karampelas

Jae Mistica

Mary-Grace

Tiffany Hopgood

Corrado Raudino

Jenan Hamdi

Giovankis

Tim Meighen

Denise McLaughlan

Janson Luo

Max Teakle

Tomas Grgat

Douha Kabbara

Jennifer Batcha

Michael Riley

Vera Joosten

Dulce Arellano

Jessie Hillel

Mirko Glavac

Victoria Gajardo

Eda Tevrizki

Jiayi Li

Monireh Rostami

Vrinda T.N

Eliza Metcalf

John Coutanche

Emi Pelaggi

Julia Oleinikov

Emily Caspi

Kanae Katsumata

Emily Mellon

Kane Watts

Hasokandiis
Morgan Jones
Nadiyah Pishgar
Nando Campana
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Winter Galbraith
Yas Galip Karacan
Zorigt Munkhjarga

